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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0024647A1] 1. A drum-type counter mechanism, consisting of number drums (23, 24) which are supported to rotate an an axis (22) in a
counterframe and having switching pinions (26, 27), which are associated with these number drums and which are supported to rotate on another
axis (25), for indexing adjacent number drums (23, 24) to the next position, and having an electric stepping motor which drives the first one (23)
of the number drums and which is provided with a stator (11-15), a stator coil (16, 17) and a rotor (20) which is supported to rotate between the
poleshoes (11a, 14a) of the stator (11-15) and is arranged coaxially with or parallel to the number drum axis (22) and axially offset with respect to
the number drums (23, 24), characterized in that the stator has two shanks (12, 15) which are arranged in parallel with the number drum axis (22)
and essentially extend over the whole length of the number drum axis and which, at one end, are joined to each other via a yoke plate (13) and
which, on the other end, have pole plates (11, 14) which are in each case arranged at right angles to the shanks and which are provided with the
pole shoes (11a, 14a), and that the stator coil (16) is wound onto one or both shanks (12, 15) to be distributed over the whole shank length.
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